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Intermediates in Endosymbiotic
Gene TransferMore than a billion years of endosymbiotic evolution has resulted in extensive
gene relocation between the genetic compartments of eukaryotic cells. A new
study uses chloroplast genome transformation to shed light on the
mechanisms involved.Jeremy N. Timmis
In the 40 years since LynnMargulis [1,2]
revived the endosymbiotic theory
of eukaryotic evolution after decades
of neglect, experimental results have
been universally supportive of the
concepts. Convincing evidence has
been provided both by inference from
bioinformatic analyses of nuclear
genomes and by experimental
recapitulation of some of the key
processes [3]. Since the engulfment
of the prokaryote ancestors of
mitochondria and, later, plastids
(chloroplasts) by a precursor of the
nucleated cell, many genes have
migrated to the nucleus of the host
at the expense of the endosymbiont
genomes. As a result, extantcytoplasmic organellar genomes
encode very few proteins, making
it necessary for chloroplasts and
mitochondria to import thousands
of nucleus-encoded gene products
required for their biogenesis and
function. A new study in this issue
of Current Biology [4] uncovers
mechanistic detail regarding how
gene transfer to the nucleus occurs.
The majority of functional
endosymbiotic gene transfer (EGT)
probably occurred relatively soon after
the formation of the first conglomerate
cells, and the process appears to have
gone as far as it will for mitochondrial
genes in animal cells, though some
protists with altered biochemistry lack
a mitochondrial genome altogether.
Interestingly, EGT is still ticking overfor both mitochondrial and chloroplast
genes in plant systems. Furthermore,
some steps in the EGT process still
occur in essentially all eukaryotes,
where they continue to have a major
influence on nuclear evolution [3].
Simple and shuffled tracts of genetic
information from cytoplasmic
organelles, resulting from DNA transfer
per se, are universally seen in the
nuclear genome of essentially all
organisms examined [5–7]. Thus,
the processes responsible for EGT
and associated DNA transfer are
fundamental to eukaryote evolution,
the production of genetic diversity,
and the emergence of multicellular
organisms.
A small sample of the thousands of
nuclear genes that have entered plant
nuclei by EGT [8] have been examined
in detail, and some transfer events
appear to have involved an RNA
intermediate [9–11]. This suggestion
is based on the observation that some
nuclear genes contributing to some
plant mitochondrial proteomes are
more similar to spliced and edited
mitochondrial mRNAs than to the
equivalent gene copies that remain
in the mitochondrial genome in some
related plant species. There is clear
Dispatch
R297evidence, however, that the vast
majority of the genetic information that
enters the nucleus is by direct DNA
transfer [3,12,13] and other
explanations for the apparent
involvement of an RNA intermediate
have been strongly advocated [3,14].
Nonetheless, the idea of RNA
intermediates, and the circumstantial
supporting evidence is attractive
enough that controversy exists and,
though attempts have been made [15],
it has so far been impossible to rule
RNA in or out as a component of the
mechanisms involved in EGT. Ralph
Bock’s group in Potsdam set out to
settle the matter using chloroplast
transformation [4] and, in doing so,
brought to light a new aspect of
endosymbiotic evolution.
Aiming to search for EGT events
mediated by RNA molecules, Fuentes
et al. [4] designed a DNA sequence
(Nt-pIF84) with which they transformed
tobacco chloroplasts. The sequence
was tailored as a precursor to a gene
that would be functional in the nucleus
only if it was transcribed, and its
transcript processed, within the
chloroplast prior to migration to the
nucleus in RNA or cDNA form. To
achieve this, a chloroplast-specific
promoter drives the reporter gene
(nptII), complete with a plant
nucleus-specific promoter and
terminator, all in antisense orientation.
Chloroplast transcription was made
unequivocally recognisable by adding
a group II intron — one that must be
spliced within the chloroplast — in the
correct polarity with respect to the
chloroplast promoter. The final
transplastomic tobacco line contained
a homogeneous population of
chloroplasts that were producing nptII
spliced antisense transcripts in which
kanamycin resistance should result
only after they were copied into
double-stranded DNA and inserted
into the nucleus.
Next, over a million progeny of the
self-fertilized, transplastomic lines
were screened and, surprisingly, 91
seedlings showed strong expression
of the functional reporter gene. This
frequency (w1:11,000) is similar to
previous experiments in which only
direct DNA transfer was suspected
[13,16]. Sure enough, analyses of the
nuclear integrants in Fuentes et al.’s
screen [4] did not reveal a single case
where the chloroplast-specific intron
was missing, suggesting that RNA is
vanishingly rarely involved in theseDNA transfer events. This confirmed
and extended previous experiments
that found no evidence of RNA
intermediates [15]. However, whether
RNA is ever involved in functional gene
transfer in a natural evolutionary EGT
scenario remains an open question
that now appears intractable to
experimentation because of its rarity.
Unexpectedly, therefore, the reporter
gene was somehow able to be
expressed directly in nuclear DNA
without the chloroplast-specific
splicing that was assumed to be
a prerequisite. The explanation is that
the intron used in these experiments
contains cryptic sequences that
are recognised by the eukaryotic
mRNA splicing machinery. Fortuitous
eukaryotic signals are not unknown
in plastid genes and DNA. The high
AT content of the plastome has been
shown to provide cryptic
polyadenylation signals during plastid
gene activation in the nucleus [17,18]
and the chloroplast psbA promoter is
moderately active in the nucleus [17].
How many other chloroplast and
mitochondrial sequences contain
hidden nuclear signals and how much
alternative splicing is explained by EGT
and other nuclear genomic
rearrangements remains to be seen.
I have outlined only parts of this
fascinating and cleverly designed
research. The results suggest that RNA
is rarely involved compared with direct
DNA transfer. However, genomic
analyses are able to look back many
millions of years, and comparisons with
experimental results are challenging.
Also, the sheer volume of DNA
bombardment of the nucleus suggests
it has an overriding role in EGT, and
indeed experimental prokaryotic genes
that escaped to the nucleus by bulk
DNA transfer, while initially inactive,
are able to attain function after nuclear
genomic rearrangements [17,18].
Fuentes et al. [4] examined gene
transfer from a single transplastomic
cell through to the sexual progeny of
regenerated plants, thereby screening
for EGT within the entire lineage of
somatic cells within both male and
female germlines. How many cells the
germline includes is uncertain, so it will
be interesting to see what happens
when similar experiments are done
in cultured somatic cells. The present
screen includes events in male
gametogenesis where bulk DNA
transposition is at its greatest due to
the programmed degradation ofplastids during pollen development
[13]. The unexpected immediate
expression of nptII that thwarted
these carefully designed experiments
highlights the enormous flexibility
with which the nucleus deals with
incoming genetic material. It seems
that either the nucleus or the
chloroplast genetic compartments,
or both, are full of tricks, many of
which may surprise even the best-laid
plans. Therefore, these results will
also serve as a warning to those
who propose theoretical precautions
against gene escape in
biotechnological applications.References
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of Visual-Spatial AttentionChildren with dyslexia may read poorly for several reasons. Recent research
suggests that in addition to skills with language sounds, visual-spatial attention
may be an important predictor of reading abilities.John D.E. Gabrieli1,2
and Elizabeth S. Norton1,3
You are reading these words very
quickly. A typical adult has a reading
vocabulary of 50,000–100,000 words,
yet can identify a printed word seen for
merely 1/200th of a second. Reading is
essential for learning, from literature
to physics, from paper to screens on
e-readers and smart phones. Yet, about
10% of children have developmental
dyslexia, an unexplained difficulty in
learning to read [1]. Such poor reading
is often associated with undesirable
outcomes, such as lower educational
attainment [2]. Dyslexia is likely caused
by multiple factors, and the importance
of those factors may vary between
children [3] and across languages with
different relations between spoken and
written forms of language [4]. Research
from Franceschini et al. [5] reported in
this issue of Current Biology now
reveals that a weakness in
visual-spatial attention in pre-reading
kindergartners is an important risk
factor for becoming a poor reader.
In all languages, under typical
developmental conditions, children
learn spoken language effortlessly and
without formal instruction. In contrast,
reading must be learned through
explicit educational instruction over
several years. Learning to read words
can be conceptualized as learning to
map the sound units of spoken
language (phonemes) onto the written
units of print (graphemes) so that
meaning, initially related to spoken
language, can be extended to print.
Because many children with dyslexia
appeared to hear and talk successfully
at home before struggling to read at
school, early conceptualizations ofdyslexia focused on putative visual
deficits made manifest with print.
Although there is evidence for visual
deficits in dyslexia [6,7], the most
common cause of dyslexia was
reconceptualized in the 1980s as
a weakness in the processing of
language sounds, and especially in
phonemic awareness — the ability
to explicitly recognize and manipulate
the sounds of language [8]. This
weaknessmakes itdifficult forbeginning
readers to map the sounds of language
onto print and to accurately identify
(decode) individual words. Additionally,
weakness in rapid serial naming (even
of color patches) has been associated
with poor reading [9,10]. This weakness
renders reading slow and laborious
and impedes the comprehension,
and pleasure, of reading text.
Research has focused on children
and adults who are well-characterized
as dyslexic and have long struggled
with reading. Such research has two
important limitations. First, learning
to read has reciprocal interactions with
the basic skills that underlie reading
itself. Thus, practice with reading
enhances phonemic awareness and
other reading-related processes [11].
Evidence that these skills are
necessary precursors for learning to
read, rather than simply a consequence
of reading, is that pre-reading children
in kindergarten who score poorly on
tests of phonemic awareness and rapid
naming are more likely to become poor
readers over the next few years [12].
Second, remedial interventions that
help childrenwith dyslexia appear to be
most potent at the youngest ages,
before dyslexia is typically diagnosed.
Therefore, early identification of risk
factors for dyslexia helps identifychildrenwhomay benefit themost from
early intervention.
Franceschini et al. [5] addressed the
cause of poor reading by behaviorally
testing 96 pre-reading Italian-speaking
kindergartners (five-year-olds) not only
with typical tests of phonemic
awareness and rapid naming, but also
on two tests of visual-spatial
performance. Although visual-spatial
processes appear to be distant from
the verbal processes associated with
reading, studies in adults with dyslexia
have revealed deficits in visual-spatial
performance, often with nonverbal
material [7]. These studies motivate
the idea that a weakness of
visual-spatial attention, independent
of language, could cause dyslexia [13].
In thenewstudy [5], onevisual-spatial
task required visual search across five
lines of 31 symbols (not letters) and
marking each occurrence of a target
symbol. In the second task, children
performed a spatial cuing task. In a
control condition, children very briefly
viewed, on the left or right of a central
fixation point, an ellipse at one of four
orientations, and then selected from
among four alternatives which ellipse
they had just viewed. The spatial cuing
conditions built upon seminal research
about visual attention from Michael
Posner [14], who showed that attention
is automatically or exogenously drawn
to a spatial location by brief highlighting
of that location. In the spatial cue
condition, the left or right side of the
displaywasverybrieflyhighlighted (that
is, cued) just before the appearance of
the ellipse. Such a cue naturally attracts
the participant’s visual attention to that
side of the display. Then, the ellipse
appeared on the just-previously
highlighted side (valid cue condition)
or on the opposite side (invalid cue
condition). Performance is typically
better on the validly cued side because
attentionhasalreadybeendrawn to that
side (and worse on the opposite side
because attention has been pulled
away from that side).
Franceschini et al. [5] followed these
pre-readers longitudinally across the
